Consent to Ship (CTS) Approval Quality Assurance Provision (QAP)

The supplier is not to ship any purchase order line item material until a Consent-to-Ship approval is provided in writing from the Orbital ATK Buyer. This CTS approval will be a signed CTS form (AS-968) completed by the supplier and signed by Orbital ATK or a waiver of the CTS requirement for the specified delivery. To obtain CTS approval, the supplier is to contact the Orbital ATK Buyer and schedule a CTS review with Orbital ATK. The CTS review will require the supplier to provide all required Quality data three days in advance of the review. The CTS review may occur at the supplier’s site, at Orbital ATK, or by teleconference.

When completing form AS-968, all areas shall be completed with pertinent information and/or marked “N/A” if appropriate.